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1. COFFEE CAN HELP YOU LIVE LONGER 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 
1. Read on 

Read the article about the advantages of coffee and decide what the main point is in each 
paragraph. 

There is good news for coffee lovers. A new report claims that regular coffee drinkers 
may live longer than those who do not drink coffee. Researchers say there is growing evidence 

that coffee benefits the health, makes you 
live longer, and reduces the risk of heart 
disease, type 2 diabetes, other life-
threatening illnesses, and even suicide.  
The study was published by the American 
Heart Association. It looked at the coffee-
drinking habits of over 200,000 people who 
drank between one and five cups of coffee  
a day. Researcher Dr. Frank Hu said: "This 
study provides further evidence that 
moderate consumption of coffee may confer 
health benefits in terms of reducing 

premature death due to several diseases." 
Scientists have been working hard to analyze exactly what is in coffee that provides so 

many benefits to the health. Dozens of reports in the past few decades have highlighted the 
positive effects it can have on the body. Dr. Hu said it was still unclear precisely how elements 
within the coffee bean interact with the body. He said: "Coffee is a complex beverage. It's very 
difficult to pinpoint which component of coffee is responsible for which benefit." Researchers did 
not include highly caffeinated drinks in the study. They also pointed out that while coffee seems 
to have health benefits, added ingredients, such as cream, sugar and certain types of sweeteners, 
do not. 

 
(http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1511/151119-coffee.html#ixzz42P5g4EaH) 

Questions 

1. Did you like reading this article? Why/not? 
2. What do you think of coffee shops and cafes? 
3. What is coffee culture in your country? 
4. What more would you like to know about coffee? 
5. What questions would you like to ask the researchers? 
6. Should the government encourage people to drink coffee? 
7. In what different ways do people use coffee? 

What springs to your mind when you hear the word "coffee''? How important is coffee 
in your life? How healthy do you think coffee is?
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-i  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. The article says there is good news for all lovers. T/F 
b. Research suggests coffee can reduce the risk of type 2 diabetes. T/F 
c. Researchers looked at more than 200,000 coffee drinkers. T/F 
d. Researchers say coffee can reduce levels of premature deaths. T/F 
e. The article says many reports in the past  said coffee is bad for us. T/F 
f. A researcher said it is still unclear why coffee is good for us. T/F 
g. It's very easy to pinpoint which component of coffee is responsible for which benefit. T/F 
h. Researchers also looked at highly caffeinated drinks in the study. T/F 
i. Researchers said that cream added to coffee is good for us. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. claims a. untimely 
2. risk b. part 
3. evidence c. proof 
4. further d. focused on 
5. premature e. more 
6. exactly f. demands 
7. highlighted g. bulletin 
8. complex h. complicated 
9. association i. particular 
10. report j. hazard 
11. component k. organization 
12. certain l. precisely 
13. scientists m. organism 
14. body n. researchers 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. There is good news a. analyze exactly what 
2. regular coffee drinkers b. death 
3. reduces the risk 
4. This study provides further 

c. how 
d. decades 

5. reducing premature e. for coffee lovers 
6. Scientists have been working hard to f. to pinpoint 
7. In the past few g. evidence 
8. It was still unclear precisely h. sweeteners 
9. It's very difficult i. in the study 
10. certain types of j. may live longer 
11. Coffee is k. a complex beverage 
12. They did not include highly caffeinated drinks l. of heart disease 

 
5. Order the letters to make phrases. 

1. larruge coffee drinkers  
2. life-genatienrth illnesses  
3. … and even dcsuiie  
4. This study provides further veecenid 
5. emeodatr consumption of coffee 
6. reducing auprmerte death 
7. analyse eacylxt what is in coffee 
8. in the past few daecsde  
9. it was still unclear relyeispc how 
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10. Coffee is a complex begarvee  
11. pinpoint which ntomoencp of coffee is responsible 
12. added eeriigntsdn 

 
6. In pairs / groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

good news  / coffee lovers / evidence / benefits / life-threatening / illnesses / responsible /  

habits / analyze / decades / positive / interact / complex / beverage / caffeinated / sugar /  
moderate consumption / coffee bean 

 
7. Rank these with your partner. Put the best at the top. What are the good and bad things 
about these? Change partners and share your rankings. 

 good bad 
coffee   
tea   
water   
milk   
milk shake   
orange juice   
hot chocolate   
lemonade   
coke   
smoothies   

 
8. Spend two minutes writing down all of the different words you associate with the word 
"health". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. Together, put the 
words into different categories. 

e.g.  health care; health centre, etc. 
 
9. Circle the correct word. Talk about the connection between each pair of words in italics, 
and why the correct word is correct. 

There is good news for coffee loving /lovers. A new report claims that regular /regularly 
coffee drinkers may live longer than those /them who do not drink coffee. Researchers say there is 
growth /growing evidence that coffee benefits the health, makes you live lengthier /longer, and 
reduces the risk of heart disease, type 2 diabetes, other life-threatening illnesses /illness, and even 
suicide. The study was published by the American Heart Association. It looked at the coffee-
drinking habitual /habits of over 200,000 people who drunk /drank between one and five cups  
of coffee a day. Researcher Dr. Frank Hu said: "This study provides further /farther evidence that 
moderate consumption of coffee may confer health benefits in terms of reducing premature death 
due /dew to several diseases." 

Scientists have been working hardly /hard to analyze exactly what is in coffee that 
provisions /provides so many benefits to the health. Dozens of reports in/on the past few decades 
have highlights /highlighted the positive affects /effects it can have on the body. Dr. Hu said it 
was still unclear precisely how elements within the coffee bean interaction/interact with the 
body. He said: "Coffee is a complex /reflex beverage. It's very difficult to pinpoint which 
component /competent of coffee is responsible for which benefit." Researchers did not include 
highly /heighten caffeinated drinks in the study. They also pointed out that while coffee seems  
to have health benefits, added ingredients, such as cream, sugar and certain types of sweeties / 
sweeteners, do not. 
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10. Write about coffee for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
11. Homework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Choose several of the words from the text. Use a dictionary or Google’s search field 
(or another search engine) to build up more associations / collocations of each word. 
2. Search the Internet and find out more about coffee and health. Share what you discover 
with your partner(s) in the next lesson. Give a 2-minute talk. 
3. Write a magazine article about the health benefits of coffee. Include imaginary interviews 
with people who are for and against it. 
4. Write a letter to a coffee expert. Ask him/her three questions about the health benefits 
of coffee. Give him/her three of your opinions on coffee. Read your letter to your partner(s) 
in your next lesson. Your partner(s) will answer your questions. 
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2. THE INTERNET GIVES NEW MEANINGS  
TO COMMON WORDS 

 Warm up 
 
 
 

 
 

1. Read on 

Read the article about new meanings to common English words and decide what the main 
point is in each paragraph. 

 The fast pace at which the Internet has entered and transformed our lives has had an 
impact on the words and language we use. It is 20 years since the website Dictionary.com was 

created, and it has looked back at the past 
two decades to see how the worldwide web 
has created additional definitions to many 
commonly used words. Dictionary.com 
boss Liz McMillan says it's interesting  
to see, "just how much the rise of 
technology has shaped our word use over 
time". She said: "To commemorate the 
20th birthday of Dictionary.com, we look 
back at 20 words that have expanded in 
meaning over the last 20 years." The 
website has been documenting new lexical 
uses since, "the dawn of the Internet era". 

Perhaps one of the most easily 
recognizable changes is to the word "friend". For centuries, this word has been a noun. However, 
with the meteoric rise of Facebook, this very common word is now also a verb, as in, "Can you 
friend me?" A variant of this word is "befriend," which means to become friends with someone 
(usually in the real and not cyber world). The word "tablet" used to commonly refer to a flat piece 
of stone, clay, or wood that is used to write on. Now it's more likely to mean a touchscreen device 
that is Internet-enabled. Other words that have new definitions include "cloud," "wireless," 
"viral," "tweet" and "troll". There's no knowing which new words will have new meanings in the 
next two decades.  

(http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1510/151020-words.html#ixzz42QaTaq8e) 

Questions 

1. Did you like reading this article? Why/not? 
2. What do you think of the new verb, "friend"? 
3. What three English words do you really dislike (and why)? 
4. What other words that technology has created can you think of? 
5. Which is better – "friend me" or "befriend me"? Why? 
6. How interested are you in the development of words? 
7. What questions would you like to ask Dictionary.com? 

What springs to your mind when you hear the word "word"? What three English words do 
you really like (and why)? Do you like English words being used in your language? How has 
the Internet changed your life? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-i  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. The article says the Internet has had no impact on the words we use. T/F 
b. The website Dictionary.com started 20 years ago. T/F  
c. The website looked back at language change over the past ten years. T/F 
d. Dictionary.com has been tracking lexical change for two decades. T/F 
e. The article says the biggest change to words is to the word "word". T/F 
f. The article says Facebook is responsible for a new meaning. T/F 
g. The word "tablet" also means a flat piece of clay for writing on. T/F 
h. The article says the word "troll" only came into the language last year. T/F 
i. It is well-known which new words will have new meanings in the next two decades. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. pace a. sense 
2. impact b. celebrate 
3. additional c. speed 
4. commemorate d. alternative form 
5. era e. growth 
6. recognizable f. describe 
7. rise g. daybreak 
8. variant h. effect 
9. refer to i. upcoming 
10. next j. glossary 
11. dictionary k. identifiable 
12. dawn  l. extra 
13. real  m. true 
14. meaning  n. age 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. had an impact a. decades 
2. looked back at the two b. for words 
3. created additional c. shaped our word use 
4. technology has d. 20 years 
5. expanded in e. of the Internet era 
6. over the last f. on the words we use 
7. recording new meanings g. meaning 
8. the dawn h. definitions 
9. One of the most recognizable i. this word 
10. For centuries, this word has j. not cyber world 
11. The rise k. been a noun 
12. Another form of  l. have new definitions 
13. usually in the real and m. changes 
14. a flat n. device 
15. touchscreen o. of Facebook 
16. Other words that p. piece of stone 

 
5.  Order the letters to make phrases. 

1. rrtmodsnafe our lives 
2. the past two aescedd 
3. created additional infdoteisni 
4. tmrmeoamcoe the 20th birthday of 
5. xdapedne in meaning 
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6. new iaxcell uses 
7. easily goslnicereab (UK) / iorcalgenzeb (USA) 
8. the ctmieero rise of Facebook 
9. A niarvat of this word is "befriend," 
10. a touchscreen eidcev 
11. Internet-dlabeen  
12. "iewessrl," "viral," "tweet" and "troll" 

 
6. In pairs/groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

fast pace / transformed / impact / dictionary / two decades / definitions / Internet / centuries / 
cyber world / tablet / touchscreen device / cloud / wireless / viral / troll 

 
7. Rank these tech words with your partner. Put the ones you like most at the top. Change 
partners often and share your rankings. 

 app 
 friend 
 like 
 cloud 

 wi-fi 
 viral 
 troll 
 tablet 

 
8. Spend two minutes writing down all of the different words you associate with the word 
"friend". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. Together, put the 
words into different categories. 

e.g. best friend; school friend; make friends, etc. 
 
9. Circle the correct word. Talk about the connection between each pair of words in italics, 
and why the correct word is correct. 

The fast pace at/for which the Internet has entered and transformed our lives has had an 
impact in/on the words and language we use. It is 20 years since the website Dictionary.com was 
creation/created, and it has looked back at the past two decades/decadence to see how the 
worldwide web has created additional definition/definitions to many commonly/common used 
words. Dictionary.com boss Liz McMillan says it's interesting to see, "just how much the raise/ 
rise of technology has shaped our word use over time". She said: "To commemorate/ 
commemorative the 20th birthday of Dictionary.com, we look back at 20 words that have 
expanded in meaning over the last 20 years." The website has been documented/documenting 
new lexical uses since, "the dawn/dusk of the Internet era". 

Perhaps one of the most easily/easy recognizable changes is to the word "friend".  
For centuries, this word has been a/the noun. However, with the meteoric/meter rise of Facebook, 
this very common word is now/known also a verb, as in, "Can you friend me?" A variant/vary of 
this word is "befriend," which means to become friends with someone (usually in the really/real 
and not cyber world). The word "tablet" used to commonly refer/defer to a flat piece of stone, 
clay, or wood that is used to write on. Now it's more likely/liking to mean a touchscreen device 
that is Internet-enabled. Other words that have new definitions include/ inclusive" cloud," 
"wireless," "viral," "tweet" and "troll". There's no knowing/known which new words will have 
new meanings in the next two decades. 
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10. Write about words for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
11. Homework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Choose several of the words from the text. Use a dictionary or Google’s search field 
(or another search engine) to build up more associations / collocations of each word. 
2. Search the Internet and find out more about new technology words. Share what you 
discover with your partner(s) in the next lesson. 
3. Make a poster about technology words. Show your work to your classmates in the next 
lesson. Did you all have similar things? 
4. Write a magazine article about the new meanings of English words entering other 
languages. Include imaginary interviews with people who are for and against this. 
Read what you wrote to your classmates in the next lesson. Write down any new words 
and expressions you hear from your partner(s). 
5. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
6. Write a letter to an expert on English. Ask him/her three questions about the new Internet-
based meanings for words. Give him/her three ideas on what other languages should do with 
these words. Read your letter to your partner(s) in your next lesson. Your partner(s) will 
answer your questions. 
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3.  ECOTOURISM A DANGER TO WILDLIFE 

Warm up 
 

 
 
 
 
1. Read on 

Read the article about dangers of ecotourism and decide what the main point is in each 
paragraph. 

Ecotourism is a booming 
business that many tour operators 
cite as being helpful to nature. 
Every year, millions of people 
descend on protected and pristine 
natural areas to observe rare species. 
However, a new report casts doubt 
on the value of this form of tourism. 
In fact, it suggests that ecotourism is 
more damaging than helpful to 
nature. Details are in a report 
published in the journal 'Trends  
in Ecology and Evolution'. 
Researchers believe tourists are 
disrupting animals in their natural 

habitat. They pointed to a recent event where sea turtles in Costa Rica had problems laying their 
eggs because of the hordes of tourists who had congregated to watch the turtles' nesting habits. 

The report says that ecotourism is making animals bolder and that this could endanger the 
animals. A regular human presence might make animals tamer and less cautious about other 
animals around them, and this could put them at risk of being attacked by their natural threats. 
"Then they will suffer higher mortality when they encounter real predators," the report says. It 
added: "When animals interact in 'benign' ways with humans, they may let down their guard." 
The report said it was essential, "to develop a more comprehensive understanding of how 
different species in different situations respond to human visitation and under what precise 
conditions human exposure might put them at risk." 

 
(http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1510/151014ecotourism.html#ixzz4737IRX2I) 

Questions 

1. Did you like reading this article? Why/not? 
2. What adjective did the article use to say ecotourism was doing well? 
3. How many people visit pristine natural areas every year? 
4. What is "Trends in Ecology and Evolution"? 
5. In which country did the article say turtles were laying eggs? 
6. What did people gather to watch? 
7. What did the article say ecotourism is doing to animals' confidence? 
8. What kind of presence makes the animals tamer? 
9. What might the animals encounter that could put them at risk? 

What did you think when you read the headline? What springs to mind when you hear 
the word "ecotourism"? What are the problems of ecotourism? How can we best help animals 
in the wild? 
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10. What did the article say animals let down when they are near humans? 
11. What does the last sentence say human exposure does to animals? 

 
2. Read the headline. Guess if a-h below are true (T) or false (F). 

 
a. The article says the ecotourism business is booming. T/F 
b. A new report describes the benefits of ecotourism for nature. T/F 
c. The report said that ecotourism helps nature more than it harms it. T/F 
d. The report wrote about how tourists totally stopped turtles laying eggs. T/F 
e. The report says animals are becoming bolder because of humans. T/F 
f. Animals are more at risk from predators because of humans. T/F 
g. The report says animals become more guarded when they see humans. T/F 
h. The report called for research into how humans put animals at risk. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. cite a. interfering with 
2. pristine b. thorough 
3. disrupting c. gathered 
4. problems d. more confident 
5. congregated e. imperil 
6. bolder f. development 
7. endanger g. extinction 
8. cautious h. refer to 
9. comprehensive i. exact 
10. precise j. difficulties 
11. species k. types 
12. mortality l. unspoilt 
13. evolution m. wary 
14. animals n. creatures 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. Ecotourism is a booming 
2. protected and 
3. rare 
4. animals in their natural 
5. watch the turtles' nesting 
6. ecotourism is making animals 
7. they may let down their 
8. develop a more comprehensive 
9. precise 
10. human exposure might put them 
11. respond to 
12. doubt on  

a. human visitation 
b. understanding 
c. species 
d. habitat 
e. habits 
f. at risk 
g. business 
h. conditions 
i. bolder 
j. on the value of this form of tourism. 
k. pristine natural areas 
l. guard 

 
5.  Order the letters to make phrases. 

1. Ecotourism is a ngmboio business 
2. tour eopaorstr 
3. protected and petisrni natural areas 
4. animals in their natural itbaath 
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5. ehodsr of tourists 
6. aorgecngted to watch the turtles 
7. reedgann the animals 
8. A regular human rcpeense 
9. encounter real tedsrraop 
10. interact in gebinn ways 
11. develop a more oenrceihmsvep understanding 
12. human urseeoxp 

 
6. In pairs/groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 
 

ecotourism / booming / helpful / natural areas / rare species / journal / habitat / endanger / 
human presence / cautious / at risk / mortality / essential / situations / human visitation / 

booming business 
 
7. Complete this table with your partners and share what you wrote. Change partners. 

 What is it? How much I would like it Why? 
Ecotourism    
Space tourism    
Medical tourism    
Educational tourism    
Sports tourism    
Sustainable tourism    

 
8. Spend two minutes writing down all of the different words you associate with the word 
"nature". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. Together, put  
the words into different categories. 

e.g. nature conservation; the laws of nature; in nature, etc. 
 
9. Fill in the gaps with words in italics. 

Ecotourism is a booming business that many tour 
(1)____________ cite as being helpful to nature. 
Every year, millions of people descend on protected 
and (2)____________ natural areas to observe rare 
species. However, a new report casts 
(3)____________ on the value of this form of 
tourism. In fact, it (4)____________ that ecotourism 
is more damaging than helpful to nature. Details are 
in a report (5) ____________ in the journal 'Trends 
in Ecology and Evolution'. Researchers believe 
tourists are (6)____________ animals in their natural 
habitat. They pointed to a recent event where sea 
turtles in Costa Rica had problems laying their eggs 
because of the (7) ____________of tourists who had 
congregated to watch the turtles' nesting (8) 
____________. 

 
doubt 
 
operators 
 
published 
hordes 
 
suggests 
 
habits 
 
 
pristine 
 
disrupting 
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10. Write about ecotourism for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
11. Homework 
 

 
 

 
4. EURO POLITICIANS TOLD TO STOP SPEAKING ENGLISH 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Read on 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The report says that ecotourism is making animals 
(9) ____________ and that this could (10) 
____________ the animals. A regular human 
presence might make animals tamer and less (11) 
____________ about other animals around them, and 
this could put them at risk of being attacked by their 
natural threats. "Then they will suffer higher (12) 
____________ when they encounter real (13) 
____________," the report says. It added: "When 
animals (14) ____________ in 'benign' ways with 
humans, they may let down their guard." The report 
said it was essential, "to develop a more (15) 
____________ understanding of how different 
species in different situations respond to human 
visitation and under what precise conditions human 
(16) ____________ might put them at risk." 

 
predators 
endanger 
 
comprehensive 
 
 
cautious 
bolder 
exposure 
 
 
interact 
 
 
mortality 

1. Choose several of the words from the text. Use a dictionary or Google’s search field 
(or another search engine) to build up more associations / collocations of each word. 
2. Search the Internet and find out more about ecotourism. Share what you discovered 
with your partner(s) in the next lesson. Give a 2-minute talk. 
3. Write a magazine article about the effects of human exposure on wild animals. Include 
imaginary interviews with people who are for and against it. Read what you wrote to your 
classmates in the next lesson. Write down any new words and expressions you hear from 
your partner(s). 
4. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
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4. EURO POLITICIANS TOLD  
TO STOP SPEAKING ENGLISH 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Read on 

Read the article about   using English and decide what the main point is in each paragraph. 
 

The European Parliament's 
Secretary General, Klaus Welle, has 
urged Euro politicians to speak more 
slowly and to stick to their native 
language instead of using English. This 
is to help the hundreds of interpreters 
who work at the institution. Mr. Welle 
said many interpreters were 
encountering difficulties doing their job. 
He said: "It's extremely important that 
people do not speak too fast." He asked 
politicians not to use English if it was 
not their native language as this 
complicates things for the translators.  
He added: "It's also extremely important 

for interpreters that people speak their own language. If the politicians speak a foreign language, 
the quality of interpretation goes down." 

There are 24 official languages spoken at the European Parliament. The most recent 
additions are Croatian, Irish, Bulgarian and Romanian. A small army of 330 interpreters is 
employed to ensure everyone understands each other. The parliament employs an additional 
1,800 freelancers. It also has about 700 translators, who translate over 100,000 pages each month. 
If everyone followed Mr. Welle's request, only politicians from the UK would be allowed  
to speak English, even though many members are multilingual. Many prefer to speak in English 
to avoid the confusion of having several simultaneous interpreters. The parliament's annual 
budget for interpreters is $50 million. 

 
(http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1602/160208interpreters.html#ixzz473XyGfiF) 

Questions 

1. What is the job title of Klaus Welle? 
2. What does Mr. Welle want people to use instead of English? 
3. Who does Mr. Welle want to help at the European Parliament? 
4. Who did Mr. Welle say the use of English complicates things for? 
5. What happens to the quality of interpretation if English is used? 
6. How many official languages are there at the European Parliament? 
7. How many freelance interpreters does the parliament employ? 

What did you think when you read the headline? What springs to mind when you hear 
the word "interpreter"? What do you know about the European Parliament? Should only 
English be used at the European Parliament? How important is English? 
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8. How many pages get translated at the parliament every month? 
9. What do politicians hope to avoid by speaking English? 
10. How much does the parliament spend on interpreters every year? 

 
2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-i  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. European Parliament (EP) wants politicians to speak more slowly. T/F 
b. Many interpreters at the EU are having problems with their job. T/F 
c. The parliament wants politicians to stick to their native language. T/F 
d. The EP Secretary General said using English makes things easier. T/F 
e. There are 26 official languages in use at the European Parliament. T/F 
f. There are fewer than 300 interpreters employed by the parliament. T/F 
g. EP translators translate over 100,000 pages every week T/F 
h. The European Parliament spends $50 million a year on interpreters. T/F 
i. Only native speakers are allowed to speak English. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. urged a. confuses 
2. instead of b. keep away from 
3. encountering c. lessons 
4. complicates d. yearly 
5. goes down e. inclusions 
6. officials f. experiencing 
7. additions g. encouraged 
8. additional h. rather than 
9. avoid i. extra 
10. annual j. authorized 
11. politicians k. legislative body 
12. Parliament l. officeholders 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. stick to their native language a. languages 
2. encountering b. speak their own language 
3. this complicates things c. lingual 
4. important for interpreters that people d. instead of using English 
5. the quality of interpretation goes e. freelancers 
6. 24 official f. for the translators 
7. The most recent g. difficulties 
8. employs an additional 1,800 h. budget 
9. many members are multi- i. down 
10. annual j. interpreters 
11. This is to help k. the hundreds of interpreters 
12. A small army of l. additions 

 
5.  Order the letters to make phrases. 

1. The European rtnaeiPlam 
2. hundreds of rprrnseettei 
3. work at  the ttsninuotii 
4. It's yeelxetmr important 
5. their vatnei language 
6. this oislamctepc things 
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7. fcaliiof languages 
8. an additional 1,800 elfearnrsec 
9. It also has about 700 sntrslroata 
10. many members are ullnltmagiiu 
11. avoid the icofonnsu 
12. nnuaal budget 

 
6. In pairs/groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

Politicians / native language / extremely important / interpreters / institution / difficulties / 
important / quality / official languages / army / freelancers / translate / multilingual / confusion / 

annual budget 
 
7. Complete this table with your partners and share what you wrote. Change partners. 

Useful for… How useful? Why? 
job   
movies   
social media   
city life   
tourism   
romantic relationship   
hobby   

 
8. Spend two minutes writing down all of the different words you associate with the word 
"speak". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. Together, put the 
words into different categories. 

e.g. speak well/ill of smb;  speak your mind;  speak out of turn, etc. 
 
9. Circle the correct word. Talk about the connection between each pair of words in italics, 
and why the correct word is correct. 
 

The European Parliament's Secretary General, Klaus Welle, has urgent/urged Euro 
politicians to speak more slowly and to stick/lue to their native language instead of /for using 
English. This is to help the hundreds of interpreters who work at the institution/instigation.  
Mr. Welle said many interpreters were encountering difficulties do/doing their job. He said: 
"It's extremely/extremity important that people do not speak too fast." He asked politicians not to 
use English if it was not their native language was /as this complicates thing /things for the 
translators. He said "It's also extremely important for interpreters that people speak their own / 
owned language. If the politicians speak a foreign language, the quality of interpretation goes / 
goes down." 

There are 24 officially /official languages spoken at the European Parliament. The most 
recent /recently additions are Croatian, Irish, Bulgarian and Romanian. A small army /armed  
of 330 interpreters is employed to reassure /ensure everyone understands each /one other.  
The parliament employs an additional 1,800 freelancers. It also has about 700 translators, who 
translate over 100,000 pages each monthly /month. If everyone followed /follow Mr. Welle's 
request, only politicians from the UK would be allowed to speak English, even though 
many membered /members are multi-lingual. Many prefer /rather to speak in English to avoid  
the confusion of having several simultaneous interpreters. The parliament's annually /annual budget 
for interpreters is $50 million. 
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10. Write about interpreters for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
11. Homework 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Choose several of the words from the text. Use a dictionary or Google’s search field 
(or another search engine) to build up more associations / collocations of each word. 
2. Search the Internet and find out more about the European Parliament and the work it does. 
Share what you discover with your partner(s) in the next lesson. 
3. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
4. Write a letter to an expert interpreter. Ask him/her three questions about interpreting. Give 
him/her three ideas on what to do about politicians at the European Parliament being asked 
to not speak English. Read your letter to your partner(s) in your next lesson. Your partner(s) 
will answer your questions. 
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5. MAN SUES WOMEN’S UNIVERSITY 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Read on 

Read the article about higher education   and decide what the main point is in each 
paragraph. 

A man has filed a lawsuit 
against an all-women's university in 
Japan after they rejected his 
application to join the university 
because he is male. The unnamed 
man claims Fukuoka Women's 
University is discriminating against 
him based on his gender. He also 
claims the university's policy of 
admitting female-only students is 
unconstitutional. The Japanese 
constitution states that all citizens 
have an equal right to education. He 
wants the university to accept his 

application to study and pay him 660,000 yen in damages for the anguish caused by the rejection. 
It is the first time in Japan that someone is suing a national or public women's university over its 
constitutionality. 

The man believes he has a good case. He said the women's university was one of his only 
options to pursue a career as a dietician. He said: "If my application is rejected, the path  
to become a dietitian would be narrow as I will be forced to go to a university [far away]."  
The man's lawyer said women-only universities are anachronistic in today's world. He said:  
"In the past, women's universities had the role of giving preferential treatment to women who had 
fewer opportunities for education, but that role is no longer necessary." A university official said: 
"We have a 91-year history of promoting women's education. We are determined to continue to 
provide education to prepare women for leadership roles." 

 
(http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1501/150122- 

female-university.html#ixzz473hWglWZ) 

Questions 

1. What are the pros and cons of single-sex universities?  
2. What do you think about what you read?  
3. Do you think the man was right to sue the university?  
4. Do you think the university was right to reject the man?  
5. How much equality is there in education in your country?  
6.  How much anguish do you think the man suffered?  
7. Are women disadvantaged in education? 

What did you think when you read the headline? What springs to mind when you hear the 
word "university"? What are the pros and cons of single-sex universities? How important are 
universities? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-i  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. A man has filed a lawsuit against an all-women's university in China T/F 
b. The University rejected his application to join the course because the young man is very sick. T/F 
c. It is the second time in Japan that someone is suing a national or public women's university. T/F 

d. 
The young man said the women's university was one of his only options to pursue a career  
as a dietician. 

T/F 

e. The man's lawyer said women-only universities are anachronistic in today's world. T/F 
f.  In the past women had fewer opportunities for education. T/F 
g. A university official said that they   have promoted women's education for 30 years. T/F 
h. The Japanese constitution states that only men have a right to higher education. T/F 

i. 
The University is determined to continue to provide education to prepare women for 
leadership roles. 

T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. lawsuit a. declares 
2. application b. claimed a lawsuit 
3. male c. authority 
4. equal d. advancing 
5. rejection e. approach 
6. to pursue a career f. administrator 
7. official g. to make a career 
8. treatment to h. refusal 
9. promoting i. identical 
10. leadership j. masculine 
11. filed a lawsuit against k. form 
12. states l. prosecution 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. A man has filed a lawsuit a. he is male. 

2. He also claims the university's 
b. that all citizens have an equal right  
to education. 

3. He wants the university to accept his application 
to study and 

c. education for women 

4. It is the first time in Japan 
d. that someone is suing a national  
or public women's university over  
its constitutionality. 

5. The man believes he has a good e. promoting women's education. 
6. He wanted to pursue a career as  f. anachronistic in today's world. 
7. The man's lawyer said women-only universities are  g. education. 
8. In the past, women  had fewer opportunities for  h. a dietician 
9. We have a 91-year history of i. case. 
10. We are determined to continue to provide  j. pay him 660,000 yen in damages 

11. The Japanese constitution states that 
k. policy of admitting female-only 
students is unconstitutional. 

12. They rejected his application to join the 
university because 

l. against an all-women's university  
in Japan    

 
5. Order the letters to make phrases. 

1) has filed a alsitwu against… 
2) they rejected his tipliconpaa to join the university 
3) eefalm-only students 
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4) have an uealq right to… 
5) to epsuur a career 
6) in today's olrwd 
7) giving rreenaltipfe treatment 
8) fewer ieportitsopun for education 
9) for dlshipeear roles 

 

5. In pairs / groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

file a lawsuit against / an all-women's university / discriminate against / unconstitutional /  
to pursue a career as / to a university far away / have fewer opportunities for education /  

promote women's education. 
 

6. Spend two minutes writing down all of the different words and phrases you associate 
with the words "application" and "education". Share your words with your partner(s) and 
talk about them. Together, put the words into different categories. 

E.g.  to reject an application; to submit an application;  to approve an application; application 
form; get an education; a university education; the Minister of Education; religious education;  
to complete education, etc. 
 

8. Look at the words below. With your partner, try to recall how they were used in the text: 
Filed/male/gender/equal/pay/national/case/career/path/world/longer history. 

 

9. Punctuate the text and add capitals.  

a man has filed a lawsuit against an all-women's university in japan after they rejected his 
application to join the university because he is male the unnamed man claims fukuoka women's 
university is discriminating against him based on his gender he also claims the university's policy 
of admitting female-only students is unconstitutional the japanese constitution states that all 
citizens have an equal right to education he wants the university to accept his application to study 
and pay him 660 000 yen in damages for the anguish caused by the rejection it is the first time in 
japan that someone is suing a national or public women's university over its constitutionality  the 
man believes he has a good case he said the women's university was one of his only options to 
pursue a career as a dietician he said "if my application is rejected the path to become a dietitian 
would be narrow as i will be forced to go to a university [far away] the man's lawyer said women-
only universities are anachronistic in today's world he said "in the past women's universities had 
the role of giving preferential treatment to women who had fewer opportunities for education but 
that role is no longer necessary a university official said we have a 91-year history of promoting 
women's education we are determined to continue to provide education to prepare women for 
leadership roles 
 

10. Write about female universities for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner's paper. 
 

11. Homework  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Search the Internet and find out more about female universities. Share what you discover 
with your partner(s) in the next lesson. 
2. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
3. Render the article in English. 
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6. CHILDREN IN US SAFEST  
FOR TWO DECADES 

 
Warm up 
 
 
 
 
 
Read on 

1. Read the article about American children and decide what the main point is in each 
paragraph. 

A report from Duke University  
in the USA says American children are 
safer today than at any time in the past  
20 years. The study is based on the annual 
Child Well-Being Index, which has been 
compiled by Duke since 1975. It measures 
and tracks 28 aspects about the quality  
of life among children across America. 
Perhaps the most promising figure in the 
report is that child death rates have gone 
down by a third since 1975. In addition, 
suicide rates among teens have declined 
in the past 20 years. Fewer youngsters are victims of violent crimes today than 20 years ago and 
teen births are at their lowest level in decades. The report says US kids are also better educated 
than they were 20 years ago. 
      The report highlighted a few of the negatives of the past 20 years. In spite of fewer children 
dying and infant mortality rates decreasing, child health has deteriorated. A major contributory 
factor to this is the increasing levels of obesity because of poor diet, the abundance of fast food, 
and less exercise. The latter is due to teens spending much longer indoors using technology.  
The report suggests that technology may protect kids from physical dangers outdoors but can 
harm their health indoors. Child poverty still affects millions of children in the USA and has 
remained largely unchanged in the past 20 years. About 20 per cent of children lived below  
the poverty line in 2013, which is about the same as it was in 1995. 
 

(http://www.breakingnewsenglish.com/1412/141225-childhood.html#ixzz473nk9OoO) 

Questions 

1.  Which university in the USA made the report on childhood? 
2. When did the Child Well-Being Index first appear? 
3. What are fewer children the victim of these days? 
4. What is at its lowest level in 20 years? 
5. What has deteriorated in children in the past 20 years? 
6. What major factor has led to a worsening of children's health? 
7. Where do teens spend more of their time these days? 
8. What affects millions of children in the USA? 
9. What was the percentage of children below the poverty line in 2013? 

What springs to mind when you hear the word "childhood"? How was your childhood?  
What's the best thing about childhood? Is today's world good for children? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-i  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. The report is from King University in the USA. T/F 
b. The Child Well-Being Index has been going for over 75 years. T/F 
c. The child death rate has halved since 1975. T/F 
d. The report says kids get a better education today than 20 years ago. T/F 
e. Children's health has got worse in the past two decades. T/F 
f. The report says obesity is caused by an abundance of fast food. T/F 
g. Child poverty still affects millions of kids in the USA. T/F 
h. About 40 per cent of children lived below the poverty line in 2013. T/F 
i. The number of kids below the poverty line hasn't changed for 20 years. T/F 

 

3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. report a. contradiction 
2. annual b. need 
3. compiled c. schooled 
4. promising d. worsened 
5. educated e. encouraging 
6. infant f. study 
7. deteriorated g. child 
8. negatives h. put together 
9. due to i. damage 
10.  harm j. stayed 
11.  poverty k. yearly 
12.  remained l. because of  

 

4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. safer today than at a. mortality 
2. based on the annual b. any time in the past 
3. the quality c. third since 1975 
4. gone down by a d. dangers 
5. The report highlighted a few e. Child Well-Being Index 
6. better f. millions of children 
7. infant g. as it was in 1995 
8. physical h. educated 
9. Child poverty still affects i. of life 
10. about the same j. of the negatives 
11. suicide rates among teens k. physical dangers 
12. protect kids from l. have declined 

 

5. Order the letters to make phrases. 

1. the anluna Child Well-Being Index 
2. the iluytaq of life 
3. the most promising rgifue 
4. the abundance of fast oodf 
5. ucsdiie rates among teens 
6. victims of vtoneli crimes 
7. better daedutce 
8. a few of the vesitgena 
9. at their lowest level in cadesde 
10. infant rotiylamt 
11. protect kids from ycsiplah dangers 
12. below the erovtpy line 
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6. In pairs / groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

report / safer / annual / measures / quality of life / youngsters / violent crimes / negatives / 
major / obesity / abundance of  fast food / physical dangers / poverty line / poor diet / 

technology may protect kids 
 

7. Complete this table with your partners and share what you wrote. Change partners. 
 Good Bad 
Internet   
Fast food   
School   
Money   
Gaming   
Shopping malls   

 

8. Spend two minutes writing down all of the different words and phrases you associate 
with the word "child". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. 
Together, put the words into different categories. 

e.g. a small child; a spoilt child; a gifted child; to bring up a child; child abuse, etc. 
 

9. Circle the correct word. Talk about the connection between each pair of words in italics, 
and why the correct word is correct. 

A report from Duke University in the USA says American children are safer today than 
at some/any time in the past 20 years. The study is based at/on the annual Child Well-Being 
Index, which has been complied/compiled by Duke since 1975. It measurements/measures and 
tracks 28 aspects about the quality of life among/between children across America. Perhaps the 
most promising/promised figure in the report is that child death rates have gone down 
by a/the third since 1975. In addition, suicide rates among teens have declined/declining in the 
past 20 years. Fewer youngsters are victims of violent crimes today than 20 years ago and 
teen births/birthdays are at their lowest level in decades. The report says US kids are 
also better/well educated than they were 20 years ago. 

The report highlighted/lowlighted a few of the negatives/negativity of the past 20 years. 
In spate/spite of fewer children dying and infant mortality rates decreasing, child health 
has deteriorated/deteriorating. A major contributory factor to this is the increasing levels  
of obese/obesity because of poor diet, the abundance of fast food, and less exercise. 
The latter/letter is due to teens spending much longer indoors using technology. The report 
suggests that technology may prevent/protect kids from physical dangers outdoors but can harm/ 
harmful their health indoors. Child poverty still affects millions of children in the USA and has 
remained largely/large unchanged in the past 20 years. About 20 per cent of children lived below 
the poverty curve/line in 2013, which is about the same as it was in 1995. 

 

10. Write about children’ safety for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 

11. Homework 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Choose several of the words from the text. Use a dictionary or Google's search field 
(or another search engine) to build up more associations/collocations of each word. 
2. Search the Internet and find out more about childhood. Share what you discover with your 
partner(s) in the next lesson. 
3. Make a poster about childhood and the problems children can face. Show your work to your 
classmates in the next lesson. Did you all have similar things? 
4. Write a letter to a childhood expert. Ask him/her three questions about childhood. Give 
him/her three of your ideas on how to make childhood better. Read your letter to your partner(s) 
in your next lesson. Your partner(s) will answer your questions.
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7. PEOPLE WHO READ LIVE LONGER 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 

1. Read on 

Read the article about people who like reading and decide what the main point is in each 
paragraph. 
 

New research shows that people 
who read a lot live longer. The study was 
carried out by researchers from Yale 
University in the USA. The researchers 
said reading keeps the mind active, helps 
reduce stress and makes us take better care 
of our health. The researchers said that 
books help the brain more than newspapers 
and magazines, but any kind of reading will 
help us to live longer. Even reading for half 
an hour a day could help us to live longer. 

In the study, researchers looked at the lifestyles of 3,500 men and women over a 12-year period. 
They looked at their reading habits, health, lifestyle and their education. All of the people were at 
least 50 years old at the start of the research.  

The study is in the journal "Social Science and Medicine". It found that people who read 
for up to 3.5 hours a week were 17 per cent less likely to die during the study’s 12-year research 
period than those who read no books. Those who read for more than 3.5 hours a week were  
23 per cent less likely to die. Researcher Becca Levy said: "Older individuals, regardless  
of gender, health, wealth or education, showed the survival advantage of reading books." She 
suggested people swap watching TV for reading to live longer. She said: "Individuals over  
the age of 65 spend an average of 4.4 hours per day watching television. Efforts to redirect leisure 
time into reading books could prove to be beneficial."  

 
(DailyMail.co.uk / HuffingtonPost / RawStory.com) 

Questions 

1. Which university carried out the research? 
2. What does the research say reading reduces? 
3. What does the article say is better than magazines and newspapers? 
4. How many men and women did researchers look at? 
5. How old were the men and women at the start of the research? 
6. What is "Social Science and Medicine"? 
7. How long was the research for? 
8. Who is Becca Levy? 
9. On average, how long do over-65-year-olds watch TV for each day? 
10. What would be better redirected into reading books? 

What did you think when you read the headline? What springs to mind when you hear 
the word "reading"? How much do you like reading? What is so good about reading? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-i  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. The research was carried out by Oxford University in the UK T/F 
b. Researchers say reading makes us take better care or our health.     T/F 
c. The researchers say reading magazines is better than reading books.     T/F 
d. The researchers looked at 3,500 people aged between 12 and 50.     T/F 
e. People who read had a better chance of living longer if they read.     T/F 
f. A researcher said reading was greatly affected by gender and health.    T/F 
g. The researcher said people should swap watching TV for reading.     T/F 
h. People aged over 65 spend an average of 4.4 hours a day watching TV.   T/F 
i. All the people were at least 40 years old at the start of the research.   T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. Carried out a. lower 
2. mind b. probable 
3. reduce c. time 
4. period d. discovered 
5. start e. recommended 
6. found  f. done 
7. health g. exchange 
8. education h. useful 
9. likely i. brain 
10. suggested j. beginning 
11. swap k. fitness  
12. beneficial l. training 
13. advantage m. luck 
14.  prove n. make evident 
 

4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. reading keeps the mind a. "Social Science and Medicine" 
2. any kind of reading will b. the age of 65 
3. over a 12- c. habits 
4. reading d. of 4.4 hours per day 
5. at least 50 years old at the e. active 
6. The study is in the journal f. year period 
7. 17 per cent less g. or education 
8. regardless of gender, health, wealth h. start of the research 
9. Individuals over i. Likely to die 
10.  They looked at  j. help us to live longer 
11.  people swap watching TV k. their reading habits 
12. spend an average l. for reading 

 

5. Order the letters to make phrases. 

1. The study was riedacr out by researchers 
2. helps ecuedr stress 
3. newspapers and imseangaz 
4. the leslyifset of 3,500 men 
5. over a 12-year rpioed 
6. reading thsbia 
7. regardless of gender, health or tiecaondu 
8. The study is in the aljurno 
9. to redirect esuleir time 
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6. In pairs / groups, talk about these topics or words from the article.  
 

     research/university / active / stress / health / magazines / reading  habits/ education /   
journal / research period / gender / wealth / survival advantage  / watching TV / leisure time / 

 
7.  Every book lover has a favorite genre that they first turn to whenever picking out their 
next read. Rank these with your partner. Put the best for you at the top.  

 encyclopaedias 
 fiction books 
 magazines 
 biographies 
 newspapers 
 novels 
 guidebook 
 historical fiction 
 journals 
 mystery or thriller 
 

8. Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you associate with the word 
"book". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. Together, put the 
words into different categories. 

E.g.  Exercise book, textbook, cookery book, read smb. like a book, etc. 
 

9. Write about reading for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
10. Homework. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Search the Internet and find out more about the benefits of reading. Share what you 
discover with your partner(s) in the next lesson. 
2. Write a letter to an expert on reading. Ask him/her three questions about it. Give him/her 
three of your ideas on how people can be better readers. Read your letter to your partner(s) 
in your next lesson. Your partner(s) will answer your questions. 
3. Render the article in English. 
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8. SOCIAL MEDIA SITES FACE HEAVY  
HATE SPEECH FINES 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Read on 

Read the article about hate speech and decide what the main point is in each paragraph. 

Social media websites in 
Germany could be in for fines of up 
to 50 million euros ($54 million) 
for removing illegal content too 
slowly. The German government 
has decided to crack down on the 
darker side of online content, 
including hate speech, slander, fake 
news and other illegal material. 
Under the proposed new law, the 
likes of Facebook and Twitter 
would be given seven days to delete content flagged as illegal, or incur a heavy financial penalty. 
Any content deemed to be "clearly criminal" would have to be removed within 24 hours. 
Germany's justice minister Heiko Maas quoted research which suggested Twitter deletes only one 
per cent of the hate speech, it is told about by users, and Facebook, 39 per cent.  

Mr. Maas said the new fines and regulations were necessary due to heightening concern 
over the influence social media is having in shaping public opinion. He said: "The biggest 
problem is that the social networks do not take the complaints of their own users seriously 
enough." He added that voluntary efforts to tackle the problem were not working, saying: "Too 
few comments are deleted, and they're not being deleted quickly enough." Mr. Maas said all 
social media companies would be required to set up a complaints team that must be operational 
24/7. A digital trade organization feared that removing content within 24 hours from sites that 
handle more than one billion posts per day was "utterly impossible".  

 

(bbc.com / dw.com / techcrunch.com) 

Questions 

1. What is the maximum fine a social media site could get? 
2. How long will sites have to delete content flagged as illegal? 
3. How long will sites have to delete "clearly criminal" content? 
4. What position does Heiko Maas hold in Germany's government? 
5. What percentage of hate speech flagged by Twitter users is deleted? 
6. What is Heiko Maas concerned that social media is influencing? 
7. What did Mr. Maas say social networks do not take seriously? 
8. What did Mr. Maas say social media companies would have to set up? 
9. What did a digital organization say about the chance of deleting content? 
10. How is social media influencing public opinion? 
11. To what degree is online content controlling our lives? 
12. How worried are you about online safety? 

What springs to mind when you hear the term "hate speech"? What are the dangers of hate 
speech? How can we better deal with hate speech? What do you think of people who post hate 
speech? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-j  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. Social media sites in Germany could get $54 million hate speech fines. T/F 

b. Sites will have seven days to delete material flagged as hate speech.      T/F 

c. The British government has decided to crack down on the darker side of online content. T/F 

d. Sites will have 24 hours to delete clearly criminal hate speech. T/F 

e. Twitter deletes 30 % of posts its users flag as being hate speech. T/F 

f. There is growing concern over the influence of social media.      T/F 

g. The justice minister said social media sites take complaints seriously. T/F 

h. The minister said voluntary efforts to tackle the problem worked well. T/F 

i. An organization said sites could easily monitor one billion posts a day.     T/F 

j. Social media is not having an impact on public opinion. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. removing a. growing 

2. crack down b. considered 

3. fake c. cited 

4. deemed d. totally 

5. quoted e. deleting 

6. regulations f. determining 

7. heightening g. get tough 

8. shaping h. establish 

9. set up i. rules 

10. utterly j. hoax 

11. research   k. criticism 

12. fine l. penalty 

13. opinion m. investigation  

14. complaint  n. view 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. The German government has decided a. to delete content flagged as illegal 

2. The sites would be given seven days 
b. to crack down on the darker side of online 
content 

3. Research  suggested 
c. to heightening concern over the influence  
of social media 

4. The new fines and regulations were necessary 
due 

d. that Twitter deletes only one per cent  
of the hate speech 

5.  Voluntary efforts to tackle the problem e. must be operational 24/7 

6.  a complaints team f. are not being deleted quickly enough 

7.  comments g. were not working 
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5. Complete this table on illegal content with your partner(s). Change partners often and 
share what you wrote. 

Type How bad? Punishment? Effects? 
Racism    
Revisionism and 
discrimination 

   

Terrorism and inciting crime    
Hate speech    
Terrorist training material    
Explicit violence    

 
6. Rank these with your partner. Put the worst kinds of hate speech at the top. Share your 
rankings with your partners. Give your comments. 
 
 Holocaust denial 
 Racial Slur (a derogatory, insulting, or disrespectful nickname for a person’s race) 
 Slander (an intentional false statement that harms a person’s reputation, or which decreases 
the respect or regard in which a person is held). 
 Body shaming 
 Religious hate 
 Sexist attacks 
 Criticism of a nation 

 
7. Look in your dictionary / computer to find collocations, other meanings, synonyms … 
for the words..."hate" and "speech". Make questions using the words you found. 

E.g. hate sb′s guts; I hate to bother you; hate it when…; make/give a speech; recorded speech;  
a speech disorder/defect, etc. 

 
8. Put the words in the right order. 
 

1. Illegal / includes / hate speech / slander / fake news / illegal material / and content / other. 
2. Facebook and Twitter / given / seven / to delete / flagged as illegal / would be days / content. 
3. Any content / "clearly criminal" / be removed / within 24 hours / deemed to be / would have to. 
4. The social networks / do not take / of their own users / the complaints / seriously enough. 
5. All social media / would be required / to set up / that must be operational / companies /  

a complaints team /24 / 7. 
6. A digital trade organization / that / content within 24 hours from sites / removing / feared / 

was "utterly impossible". 
 

9. Role play.  

Role A. You think racist attacks are the worst form of hate speech. Tell the others three reasons 
why. Tell them how to tackle these forms of hate speech. Also, tell the others which of these is 
the easiest to combat (and why): body shaming, homophobia or slander of individuals. 

Role B. You think body shaming is the worst form of hate speech. Tell the others three reasons 
why. Tell them how to tackle these forms of hate speech. Also, tell the others which of these is 
the easiest to combat (and why): racist attacks, homophobia or slander of individuals. 
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Role C. You think homophobia is the worst form of hate speech. Tell the others three reasons 
why. Tell them how to tackle these forms of hate speech. Also, tell the others which of these is 
the easiest to combat (and why): body shaming, racist attacks or slander of individuals. 
 
10. Write about hate speech for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
11. Homework 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Search the Internet and find out more about hate speech. Share what you discover with 
your partner(s) in the next lesson. 
2. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
3. Render the article in English. 
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9. HOW TO BECOME  
A MEMORY CHAMPION 

Warm up 
 
 

 
 

 
1. Read on 

Read the article about memory and decide what the main point is in each paragraph. 

Are you good at remembering things? 
Can you remember a long list of English 
vocabulary quickly and easily? If the answer to 
these two questions is "no", help may be at hand. 
A new study says that anyone can have an 
upgraded memory if they train their brain. 
Scientists say that we can train our brain to be a 
"memory athlete" just like athletes to be 
champions. Neuroscientist Martin Dresler wrote 
in the journal "Neuron" that just six weeks of 
brain training can turn people with average 
memories into people with an incredible ability to remember things. Dr. Dresler even suggested 
people could train their brain to enter the World Memory Championship that is held in March 
every year.  

Dr. Dresler compared MRI scans of the brains of 23 of the world's top 50 memory 
champions with the brains of "normal" people. He said: "We were interested in what 
differentiates memory of champions from normal people, like you and me." He was surprised to 
find no differences. This made him believe we can all become memory athletes with the right 
training. Dresler found that 40 days of daily 30-minute training sessions using a memory 
technique called mnemonics more than doubled a person's memory capacity. Mnemonics is an 
ancient memory device that helps people remember things, especially in list form. Who knows?  
It could help you with those words for your next vocabulary test.  

 
(npr.org / sciencenews.org / sbs.com) 

Questions 

1. How much time does it take you to memorize things easily? 
2. Who can upgrade their brain? 
3. What is "Neuron"? 
4. How can we train our memory? 
5. When is the World Memory Championship held? 
6. What differentiates memory champions from normal people? 
7. What is mnemonics?  
8. How many sessions do people need to double their memory capacity? 
 

What did you think when you read the headline? What images are in your mind when you 
hear the word "memory"?  What do you do to remember things? Do you have a good 
memory? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-g  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. A new study says that anyone can have an upgraded memory. T/F 
b. Fifty six weeks of brain training can turn people with average memories into people 

with a good memory. 
T/F 

c. The World Memory Championship is held in April every year. T/F 
d. Just a few people can become memory athletes with the right training. T/F 
e. Researchers compared brain scans of 23 of the world's top 50 memory champions 

with the brains of "normal" people. 
T/F 

f. 7 days of daily 30-minute training sessions using a memory technique called 
mnemonics can double a person's memory capacity. 

T/F 

g. Mnemonics is an ancient memory device that helps people remember things T/F 
 

3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. vocabulary a. ordinary 
2. memory b. made twice as much 
3. journal c. mechanism 
4. ability d. winner 
5. to remember e. practice 
6. training f. to recall 
7. champion q. talent 
8. device h. magazine 
9. doubled i. recollection 
10. normal j. stock of words 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

 1. Can you remember a long list of English a. anyone can have an upgraded memory 
 2. A new study says that b. to enter the World Memory Championship 
 3. People could train their brain c. no differences. 
 4. He was surprised to find d. with the right training 
 5. 40 days of daily 30-minute training sessions e. doubled a person's memory capacity. 

 6. we can all become memory athletes 
f. that helps people remember things, especially 
in list form. 

 7. Mnemonics is an ancient memory device g. vocabulary quickly and easily? 
 

5. Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you associate with the words 
"list" and "memory". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. 
Together, put the words into different categories. 

E.g. make a list; on the list; shopping list; be top/bottom of the list, do smth. from memory; 
short-term/long-term memory; if my memory serves me right, etc. 
 
6. Look at the words below. With your partner, try to recall how they were used in the text: 

 English vocabulary; 
 "memory athlete"; 
 Martin Dresler; 
 23; 
 the right training; 
 40; 
 Mnemonics 
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7. Punctuate the text and add capitals. 

are you good at remembering things can you remember a long list of english vocabulary 
quickly and easily if the answer to these two questions is 'no' help may be at hand a new study 
says pretty much anyone can have an upgraded memory if they train their brain scientists say that 
we can train our brain to be a "memory athlete" just like athletes train to be champions 
neuroscientist martin dresler wrote in the journal "neuron" that just six weeks of brain training 
can turn people with average memories into people with an incredible ability to remember things 
dr dresler even suggested people could train their brain to enter the world memory championships 
that are held in march every year 

dr dresler compared mri scans of the brains of 23 of the world's top 50 memory champions 
with the brains of "normal" people he said "we were interested in what differentiates memory 
champions from normal people like you and me" he was surprised to find no differences this 
made him believe we can all become memory athletes with the right training dresler found that  
40 days of daily 30-minute training sessions using a memory technique called mnemonics more 
than doubled a person's memory capacity mnemonics is an ancient memory device that helps 
people remember things especially in list form who knows it could help you with those words for 
your next vocabulary test 

 
8. Write about memory for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 

 
9. Homework 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Search the Internet and find out more about the memory technique mnemonics. Share 
what you discover with your partner(s) in the next lesson; 
2. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
3. Render the article in English. 
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10. BROCCOLI AND AVOCADO  
SLOW DOWN AGING 

Warm up 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Read on 

Read the article about slowing down aging and decide what the main point is in each 
paragraph. 

Help may be at hand for those of us 
who want to keep the wrinkles and grey 
hair at bay and slow down the process  
of aging. New research suggests that eating 
green vegetables can ward off the signs  
of ageing. Researchers say that broccoli, 
cabbage and avocado in particular contain 
a compound that helps slow down the rate 
at which we age. The key compound, 
present in green fruit and vegetables, is 
called NMN. It helps slow down the 
physical signs of getting old. Scientists say 

NMN can also rejuvenate the metabolism. It helps replenish levels of energy production in our 
body that deteriorate as we age. It also helps reduce weight gain and the deterioration of vision.  

The research was conducted by scientists at the Washington University School  
of Medicine in the USA. Researcher professor Shinichiro Imai said: "We have shown a way  
to slow the physiological decline that we see in ageing mice. This means older mice have 
metabolism and energy levels resembling that of younger mice." Professor Imai said tests  
on mice showed that NMN reduced typical signs of ageing, including a decline in the strength  
of skeletal muscle, poor liver function, and lower bone density and weakening eyesight. The 
reason our metabolism changes over time and leads to reduced energy levels has baffled scientists 
for decades. This latest research casts new light on this mystery.  

 
(FoxNews.com / TechTimes.com / DailyMail.co.uk) 

Questions 

1. How worried are you about ageing?  
2. Why do we age?  
3. Do you eat enough green vegetables?  
4. Would you like to live forever?  
5. What are the benefits of ageing?  
6. How can we keep wrinkles at bay?  
7. How can we ward off deteriorating eyesight?  
8. Will you now eat more broccoli and avocados? 

What did you think when you read the headline? What springs to mind when you hear 
the word "ageing"? How worried are you about ageing? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-g  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. Eating green vegetables can ward off the signs of ageing. T/F 
b. The key compound, present in green fruit and vegetables, is called NMN. T/F 
c. It helps slow down the psychological signs of getting old. T/F 
d. The research was conducted by scientists in Canada. T/F 

e. 
The researchers have shown a way to slow the physiological decline that we see  
in ageing dogs. 

T/F 

f. The tests on mice showed that NMN reduced typical signs of ageing. T/F 
g. This issue has baffled scientists for decades. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. slow down a. decrease 
2. ward off b. decay 
3. physical c. advancing in years 
4. deteriorate d. taking after 
5. decline e. puzzled 
6. aging f. corporal 
7. resembling g. turn away  
8. baffled h. reduce 
9. at hand  i. close by 
10. rejuvenate j. get younger 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. Help may be at hand for those of us who want  
to keep the wrinkles and grey hair  

a. green vegetables can ward off the signs  
of ageing. 

2. New research suggests that eating  b. NMN. 
3. The key compound, present in green fruit and 
vegetables, is called  

c. signs of getting old. 

4. It helps slow down the physical  d. ageing mice. 
5. The research was conducted by scientists at  e. of younger mice. 
6. to slow the physiological decline that we see in  f. on this mystery. 
7. This means older mice have metabolism  
resembling that  

g. the Washington University School  
of Medicine 

8. This latest research casts new light  h. at bay 
 
5. Order the letters to make phrases. 

slow down the sprceos of ageing 
eating green sgevetblea can ward off the signs of ageing 
NMN helps slow down the trea at which we age 
It also helps reduce eihtgw  gain 
decline that we see in aging eicm 
the strength of leetalsk muscle 
inaewengk eyesight 
liver ntionfcu 

 
6. In pairs / groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

 
green vegetables / broccoli, cabbage and avocado / getting old / helps reduce weight gain / 

deterioration of vision / the strength of skeletal muscle 
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7. Spend one minute writing down all of the different words you associate with the words 
"age" and "research". Share your words with your partner(s) and talk about them. 
Together, put the words into different categories. 

E.g.  reach the age; at the age of; be the same age as smb.;  voting age; retiring age; under age; 
for ages;  people of all ages; medical research; carry out research; a research project; a research 
team, etc. 

 
8. Look at the phrases below. With your partner, try to recall how they were used  
in the text: 

 wrinkles and grey hair 
 slow down 
 green vegetables 
 broccoli, cabbage and avocado 
 key compound 
 metabolism 
 was conducted 
 physiological decline 
 reduced energy levels 
 

9. Put the words in the right order. 

1. the   aging   vegetables   off   of   green   ward   signs   Eating   can. 
2. compound   A  age  we  which   at  rate   the  down  slow   helps  that. 
3. down   signs   old   slow   physical   getting   helps   the   of   It. 
4. also   rejuvenate   the   metabolism   Scientists   say   NMN   can. 
5. helps   of   in   It   levels   production   body   replenish   energy   our. 
6. aging   the   that   in   Slow   decline   see   mice   physiological   we . 
7. levels   that   younger   Energy   resembling   of   mice. 
8. skeletal   in   muscle   the   Including   strength   a   of   decline. 
9. reason   metabolism   over   The   our   changes   time. 
10. latest   on   research   this   casts   mystery   new   This   light. 
 

10. Write about aging for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
11.  Homework 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

1. Search the Internet and find out more about this research. Share what you discover with 
your partner(s) in the next lesson. 
2. Write a newspaper article about the next stage in this news story. Read what you wrote 
to your classmates in the next lesson. Give each other feedback on your articles. 
3. Render the article in English. 
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11.  CATS ARE JUST AS CLEVER AS DOGS,  
SAYS STUDY 

Warm up 
 
 

 
 

1. Read on 

Read the article about pets and decide what the main point is in each paragraph. 

For whatever reason, people assume 
dogs are more intelligent creatures than cats. 
This notion has been called into question by 
scientists in Japan, who have said that cats are 
as smart as dogs at certain memory tests. Cat 
lovers, of course, have always known this. 
Researchers at Kyoto University conducted 
tests on how well 49 cats could recall or relate 
to an event from the past – known as an 
episodic memory. The Japanese team got the felines to eat from one of two bowls. Fifteen 
minutes later, the cats were tested on their ability to remember which bowl they had eaten from 
and which remained untouched. The team found the cats could recall what they ate and where, 
suggesting they had episodic memory.  

The scientists also said that cats were as good as dogs on a whole variety of mental tests, 
including responding to the gestures, facial expressions and emotions of humans. Researcher 
Saho Takagi told reporters that she believed cats think about past events similar to the way 
humans do. She said: "An interesting speculation is that they may enjoy actively recalling 
memories of their experience, like humans." She added: "Episodic memory is viewed as being 
related to an introspective function of the mind. Our study may imply a type of consciousness in 
cats." Ms. Takagi said the research is good news for pet owners, saying: "Understanding cats 
more deeply helps to establish better cat-human relationships."  

(bbc.com / telegraph.co.uk / yahoo.com) 

Questions 

1. What was called into question by scientists? 
2. At which university was this research conducted? 
3. How many bowls could the cats choose to eat from? 
4. What was the interval between cats eating and then being tested? 
5. What did the research suggest cats had? 
6. What kind of expressions did scientists say cats respond to? 
7. What might cats think about in a similar way to humans? 
8. What might the study imply exists in cats? 
9. For whom did the article say the research was good news? 
 

What did you think when you read the headline? What springs to mind when you hear the 
word "cat"? What do you think of cats? Do you think cats are as intelligent as dogs? 
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2. Read the headline. Guess if  a-g  below are true (T) or false (F). 

a. People assume dogs are more intelligent creatures than cats. T/F 
b. Researchers at Kyoto University conducted tests. T/F 
c. The team found the cats could not recall what they ate and where. T/F 
d. The scientists also said that cats were better than dogs on a whole variety of mental tests. T/F 
e. Cats may enjoy actively recalling memories of their experience, like humans. T/F 
f. The study may imply a type of consciousness in cats. T/F 
g. The research is good news for pet owners. T/F 

 
3. Match the following synonyms from the article. 

1. reason a. in reply to  
2. creatures b. looking like 
3. recall c. profoundly 
4. bowls d. to create 
5. untouched e. sense  
6. responding to f. pristine 
7. similar to g. containers 
8. consciousness h. reminisce 
9. to establish i. living beings 
10. deeply j. cause 

 
4. Match the two parts. Sometimes more than one choice is possible. 

1. For whatever reason, people assume dogs are 
more intelligent creatures  

a. and where. 

2. This notion has been called into question b. humans do. 
3. The Japanese team got the felines to eat  c. like humans. 
4. The team found the cats could recall what they ate  d. owners. 
5. The scientists also said that cats were as good  
as dogs on  

e. а variety of mental tests. 

6. Сats think about past events similar to the way  f. from one of two bowls. 
7. Сats may enjoy actively recalling memories  
of their experience,  

g. by scientists in Japan. 

8.  The research is good news for pet  h. than cats. 
 

5. Order the letters to make phrases. 

This notion has been called into ioesnqut 
at certain rmmeoy tests 
an nevte from the past 
esocdipi  memory 
cialfa expressions 
mental  sstte 
memories of their ceexrinpee 
pet nsower 

 
6. In pairs / groups, talk about these topics or words from the article. What will the article 
say about them? What can you say about these words and your life? 

 
intelligent creatures / as smart as / cat lovers / episodic memory / mental tests /  

facial expressions / recalling memories / pet owners 
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7. Compare cats and dogs and how good they are at these things? Complete this table with 
your partner(s).  

Cats are better because…. Dogs are better because…. 
Hunting   
Obeying humans   
Working   
Recognising people   
Being  more courageous   
Being cute   
Protecting home   
Being nice to your guest    
Being helpers – especially  
with the sick 

  

 
8. Look at the words below. With your partner, try to recall how they were used in the text: 

Whole / facial / actively / mind / good / establish / question / lovers / event / felines / team 
 
9. Write about cats for 10 minutes. Comment on your partner’s paper. 
 
10. Homework 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Search the Internet and find out more about this story. Share what you discover with your 
partner(s) in the next lesson. 
2. Write a letter to an expert on cats. Ask him/her three questions about them. Give him/her 
three examples showing that cats are more intelligent than dogs. Read your letter to your 
partner(s) in your next lesson. Your partner(s) will answer your questions. 
3. Render the article in English 
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SUPPLEMENTARY READING 

1. Adidas to make shoes from ocean garbage 

Adidas has created a sports shoe from 
garbage floating in the ocean. The new trainer is 
part of a project to raise awareness of the serious 
problem of ocean pollution. Adidas has joined 
forces with an organization called Parley, which is 
dedicated to protecting and preserving the Earth's 
oceans. Parley's founder Cyrill Gutsch spoke 
about his organization's cooperation with Adidas. 
He said: "Our objective is to boost public 
awareness and to inspire new collaborations that 

can contribute to protect and preserve the oceans. We are extremely proud that Adidas is joining 
us in this mission…to show that it is possible to turn ocean plastic into something cool." Garbage 
in the ocean is a huge problem.  

UNESCO estimates that in 2006, there were nearly 30,000 pieces of floating plastic for 
every square kilometer of ocean. Plastic debris kills over a million seabirds and 100,000 marine 
mammals every year. Adidas used some of this plastic to make its new trainer. The sole of the 
sneaker is made from sustainable materials, while the upper uses recycled ocean waste. This 
consisted of plastic and illegal fishing nets. Adidas says it will be releasing a new trainer made 
from ocean waste later this year. In another green initiative, the sportswear maker said it would 
be phasing out the use of plastic bags in all Adidas retail stores in the near future.  

 

(CNET.com / ScienceWorldReport / Waste 360.com) 

Questions 

1.  How do you think the new trainers will sell?  
2.  "Trainers" is British English; "sneakers" is American English. Which is best? 
3.  How big a problem is ocean pollution?  
4.  What would be a good name for the new trainers? 
5.  Why don't other companies make things from ocean debris?  
6.  What kinds of trainers do you like?  
7.  What are the alternatives to plastic?  
8.  How would we survive without plastic? 

2. City plans to plant 3 million trees 

The city of Manchester in England has 
embarked on an ambitious plan to plant three million 
trees. The project is called the "City of Trees". 
Project director, Tony Hothersall, explained that the 
green venture had three main aims. He said: "One is 
to plant three million trees – a tree for every man, 
woman and child – over the next 25 years. Next, we 
are very much focused on bringing existing woodland 
into management because there is no point in planting 
new woodland if you can't manage what you've got 
already. Finally, we want to engage people a lot more 
in their natural environment – in planting trees, in managing areas, [and] in understanding more 
about the benefits that trees and woodlands bring to our society."  
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Mr. Hothersall further outlined the rationale behind the recently-launched environmental 
project. He said: "Manchester wants to be a world-class city region. We have a lot of fantastic 
development going on, but the natural environment needs to keep up with that." He believes the 
initiative will reconnect people with trees and the natural world, provide benefits to health and 
reduce stress. He said: "Woodlands can do great things in terms of air pollution reduction and can 
help to screen for noise pollution. They can also help cities and towns become more resilient to 
climate change both in terms of things like reducing the urban heat island effect and also 
reducing…flooding."  

 
(bbc / manchestereveningnews / cityoftrees.org.uk) 

Questions 

1. What damage are we doing to trees? 
2. What are your feelings about disappearing woodlands and forests? 
3. How can people reconnect with nature? 
4. How can trees help education and employment? 
5. How can trees help the economy? 
6. How can trees help our wellbeing? 
7. How does looking at a tree make you feel? 
8. How engaged are you in the natural environment? 
 

3. The world needs 69 million more teachers 

A report from the United Nations (UN) says  
the world needs another 69 million teachers by the 
year 2030. The UN agency UNESCO made a promise  
in 2015 that every child in the world is to receive  
a primary and secondary education within the next  
14 years. The agency says a lot of work needs to be 
done to find the number of teachers for schools.  
The biggest numbers of teachers needed are in sub-
Saharan Africa and southern Asia. UNESCO says 
there needs to be a huge effort to get the 69 million 
teachers. At the moment, UNESCO says there are 
"massive shortages" of teachers around the world. 
There are currently 263 million children who do not go to school. Around 25 million of these 
might never get an education.  

The UN report warns that there are shortages of teachers in countries with rising 
populations. This makes it harder to find enough teachers as there are more and more children 
being born. The report says: "Without urgent and sustained action, the situation will deteriorate in 
the face of rising demand for education." UNESCO is also worried about the quality of teachers 
in some countries. In countries like Ghana, Liberia and Sierra Leone, fewer than 60 per cent of 
teachers in primary school have been trained. There are also worries about class sizes. The UN 
says: "In countries like Malawi, it is common to find over 100 children in classes….This has 
been a persistent problem for many years."  

 

(bbc.com / tes.com / uis.unesco.org) 

Questions 

1. How important are teachers?  
2. Why don't more people become teachers?  
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3. What can UNESCO do to get the teachers it needs?  
4. How would the world be different if everyone had an education?  
5. What did you think of your education? 
6. What jobs are more important than the job of a teacher?  
7. What questions would you like to ask a teacher? 
8. What was the most important thing teachers taught you? 

 
4. Language barriers holding back global science 

New research says that language 
barriers are holding back science around the 
world. English is widely accepted to be the 
language of science, but one third of 
research is not published in English. This 
means a lot of important research is not 
seen or read by scientists and researchers. 
The research is from the University of 
Cambridge. Researchers said important 
science is being missed at the international 
level. They said science journals should 
publish basic summaries of a study's key 
findings in multiple languages. They also 

said universities around the world should translate their research into different languages, 
especially Chinese, French, Portuguese and Spanish.  

Many international companies are now asking all their staff to communicate only in 
English. They hope this will reduce language barriers. The German carmaker Volkswagen has 
just announced that English and not German is its official language. VW executives said the 
switch to English was to attract employees. The Japanese carmaker Honda has also announced 
that all its staff must use English by 2020. Researcher Tatsuya Amano said: "I believe the 
scientific community needs to start seriously tackling this issue." He used the example that 
important research about avian flu in China initially went unnoticed by the World Health 
Organization because it was published in journals in Chinese.   

 
(science20.com / qz.com / hindustantimes.com) 

Questions 

1. What happens if there are language barriers?  
2. Why is language holding back science? 
3. What language would be best for a global language?  
4.  How difficult is it for an international company to switch to English?  
5.  How will English make your life better?  
6.  What languages should research be translated into?  
7.  What advantage does English give you in life?  
8. What difficulties do you have reading English? 
 

5. Low social status bad for health 

 A new study shows that having a low social status can be bad for our health. The study 
was on monkeys. Researchers from Duke University in the USA looked at the behavior and 
health of 45 female monkeys and found that those with a lower social status had more health 
problems. The monkeys were split up into five groups of nine. The researchers gave the monkeys 
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in each group time to get to know each other. Then they took one monkey from each group and 
put her into another group. This meant she was the "new girl" and was at the bottom of the group. 
When scientists checked the health of the 
monkeys, they found that the "new girl" was 
unhealthier than the other monkeys.  

The researchers said that although their 
study focused on monkeys, the findings could also 
be true for humans because we share a lot of our 
DNA with monkeys. Professor Graham Rook, 
from University College London, told the BBC 
News that the findings of the study could also be 
seen in humans. He said governments must 
understand that people with a lower social status 
suffer more from health problems. He said that just because "people at the bottom" have got 
cars and TVs, it does not mean they are happy. If they feel they are at the bottom compared with 
richer people, their health will suffer. People who are richer can live up to two decades longer 
than those who are poorer.  

 
(nhs.uk / bbc.com / newscientist.com) 

Questions 

1. What do you know about social status?  
2.  Why is social status important? 
3. What do you think about what you read?  
4.  What different kinds of social status are there? 
5. What can governments do to improve our social status?  
6.  Do cars and other things make people happier?  
7.  How can lots of money change your social status? 
8. What is it like to be the new person in a group? 
 

6. World faces biggest humanitarian crisis since 1945 

The United Nations (UN) has reported that 
the world is facing its biggest humanitarian crisis 
since 1945. It has issued a plea to all nations to help 
avoid "a catastrophe". UN Emergency Relief 
Coordinator, Stephen O’Brien, warned that more 
than 20 million people face the threat of starvation 
and famine in Kenya, Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan 
and Yemen. He stressed there was an urgent need 
for, "accelerated global efforts to support UN 
humanitarian action on the ground".  Mr. O'Brien 
told the UN Security Council: "We stand at a critical 

point in history. Already at the beginning of the year we are facing the largest humanitarian crisis 
since the creation of the UN."  

The UN warned of a bleak future for millions in the affected African countries and 
Yemen. It said: "Without collective and coordinated global efforts…people risk starving to death 
and succumbing to disease … [with] stunted children, lost futures, mass displacements and 
reversed development gains." While the natural El Niño weather phenomenon has brought little 
or no rain, a lot of the problems fueling the crisis are man-made. War and conflicts are displacing 
many in these countries and are hampering efforts to distribute aid. There are reports of aid 
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convoys being attacked. Mr. O'Brien said: "It is possible to avert this crisis, to avert these 
famines, to avert these looming human catastrophes. It is all preventable."   

 

(bbc.com / un.org / allafrica.com) 

Questions 

1. What do you think about what you read?  
2. What is making the problems worse in Yemen?  
3. What is making the problems worse in South Sudan?  
4. How can the world act collectively to help?  
5. If the problems are man-made, why can't they be "man-solved"?  
6. Do you think it is possible to avert this crisis? 
7. What do you know about previous famines in Africa?  
8. What do you know about the United Nations? 
9. Should we learn about the benefits of giving at school? 

 
7. Why do children go to school? 

What is school for? This may seem an easy 
question to answer, but a poll taken in the USA shows 
people have different opinions on why kids go to 
school. The poll is called the "Public's Attitudes 
toward the Public Schools". It is from a global 
association of education professionals called PDK 
International. PDK asked Americans to name the 
biggest purpose of school. Just 45 per cent of people 
who took part in the poll said the main goal of school 
was to prepare students to pass exams. Around  
a quarter of people said the main purpose was to get 
kids ready to join the workforce. Just over 26 per cent 
of Americans believed the biggest reason for school 
was to teach children about citizenship.  

Joshua Starr, CEO of PDK, said the poll questioned whether today's schools were doing 
the right thing. He said: "One has to really question whether the direction we've been going is 
consistent with what the public wants." He quoted from author James Baldwin, who said in 1963 
that the purpose of school is "to ask questions of the universe and learn to live with those 
questions." Students had different ideas about what school was for. Elena Brankov, 15, said 
school was to teach children to be creative, to share ideas with others and to use technology make 
the world a better place. Lyndon Bailey, also 15, said school, "is just to make poor kids into 
robots who work and make rich people richer".  

 
(WashingtonPost.com / usaNews.com / edsource.org) 

Questions 

1. What did you think of school?  
2. How could we make schools better?  
3. What are schools for?  
4. What will schools be like in 50 years from now?  
5. How difficult is it to be a teacher in a school?  
6. What's the best thing about school?  
7. What's your best memory of school?  
8. What is citizenship and how important is it to teach it? 
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8. Scientists find way to mass produce blood 

Scientists from Bristol University in the 
UK say they have found a way to mass produce 
blood that would be suitable for patients who 
need it in hospitals. For a number of years, they 
have been able to produce red blood cells in a 
laboratory. However, the process to do that was 
very slow and they could not produce a lot of 
blood. The new technique means scientists can 
make an "unlimited supply" of blood. Researcher 
Dr. Jan Frayne said: "Previous approaches to 
producing red blood cells have relied on various sources of stem cells which can only presently 
produce very limited quantities." She added: "We have demonstrated a feasible way to 
sustainably manufacture red cells for clinical use."  

Professor David Anstee, another of the researchers, told the BBC that his team has found 
a way to mass produce blood, but they now need the technology to actually do this on a large 
scale. He said: "There is a bioengineering challenge. To produce that much [blood] is quite  
a challenge….The next phase of our work is to look at methods of [producing more]." He told 
reporters that to begin with, they would produce only rare types of blood, as these can be difficult 
to find with traditional blood donation sources. He said: "The first therapeutic use of a cultured 
red cell product is likely to be for patients with rare blood groups, because suitable conventional 
red blood cell donations can be difficult to source."  

 
(bbc.com / nature.com / onmedica.com) 

Questions 

1. What do you think about what you read? 
2. How do you think the scientists will find the technology? 
3. What is a 'bioengineering challenge'?  
4. What do you know about different blood types? 
5. Should we all donate blood? 
6. What three adjectives best describe blood? 
7. What do you think of the idea of scientists making blood? 
8. What does blood do? 
9. What do you think of the sight of blood? 

 

9. Internet addiction sign of mental health problems 

A new survey suggests that people who 
use the Internet too much may have mental 
health problems. The survey said that people 
who are addicted to the Internet have problems 
in life if they cannot get online regularly. The 
survey is from McMaster University in Canada. 
Researchers looked at the Internet habits of 254 
students and then looked at the students' general 
mental health. Thirty-three of the students were 
addicted to the Internet. The researchers said 

another 107 students had problems because of their Internet use. These included depression, 
anxiety, impulsiveness and inattention. A professor said we still know little about the dangers of 
Internet addiction and need to do more research into it.  
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The lead researcher in the study, professor Michael Van Ameringen, explained what kind 
of problems he found with students. He said: "We found that [students addicted to the Internet] 
had significantly more trouble dealing with their day-to-day activities, including life at home, at 
work or school and in social settings." Professor Van Ameringen added: "[People] with Internet 
addiction also had significantly higher amounts of depression and anxiety symptoms, problems 
with planning and [problems with] time management." The professor said we needed to find out 
just how big the problem of Internet addiction is. He also said we needed to find out if mental 
health problems caused Internet addiction. 

 
(MedicalXpress.com / scienceworldreport / usNews) 

Questions 

1. What is wrong with spending a long time online?  
2. Is being online better than being with people?  
3. How might Internet addicts have problems with day-to-day life?  
4. What are the signs of being addicted to the Internet?  
5. How long will people spend online in the future?  
6. How dangerous is Internet addiction for children?  
7. How might the Internet help people with depression?  
8. What questions would you like to ask an Internet addict? 
 

10.  Educators recommend more outdoor learning 

 Researchers in Britain are telling schools 
that children should be doing more learning 
outdoors. The researchers say there is currently too 
much focus on sitting in classrooms to pass exams. 
They say outdoor learning is important for students' 
social skills, health and development. It also 
increases their quality of life. There have been five 
major reports over the past decade that stresses the 
need for students to learn outdoors and experience 
nature more. The researchers say that schools are 
not taking the advice of these reports. They say 
outdoor learning is on the decline in Britain. The 

researchers want Britain's government to act to put outdoor learning on the curriculum of all 
schools.  

The report is from researchers at the University of Plymouth and the organization 
Natural England. It says there are many benefits of outdoor learning for children. One 
advantage is that it builds confidence in children as they experience things that were normal for 
their parents, like climbing trees. Another advantage is that it makes children more aware of the 
environment and teaches them to respect nature. There are also health benefits as children 
exercise more instead of sitting in a classroom or being at home with video games. A final 
benefit is that it helps with the problem of what is called 'stranger danger'. This is an idea many 
children in the UK today grow up hearing.  

 
(NurseryWorld.com / telegraph.co.uk / bbc.co.uk) 

Questions 

1. What is "outdoor learning"?  
2. What are the good things about outdoor learning?  
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3. How much time did you spend outdoors at school?  
4. Why is it bad for schools to only focus on exams?  
5. How does outdoor learning increase quality of life? 
6. Was it better to be a child 20 or 30 years ago? 
7. How important is it for children to climb trees?  
8. How can we teach children to respect nature?  
 

11. The best companies to work for 

A new report has identified the top 
25 companies in the USA to work for.  
The report comes out every year and always 
has some surprises. It ranked the best places 
to work in 2014 by taking a survey of 
employee satisfaction. Top of the list was 
Google, which has become famous for its 
excellent working conditions. Google 
knocked Facebook off of the number one 
position. A Google software engineer earns 
an average salary of $119,000 a year. He or 
she also gets free access to a gym, 
laundromat, sports facilities and a place 
which looks after their pets when the employee goes on holiday. One employee said Google staff 
are so happy that it is unusual for anyone to take time off.  

Another survey released at the same time shows a slightly different picture. The careers 
website Glassdoor asked employees to rate how happy they are with their company, career 
opportunities, pay, culture, and values. It found that the consulting firm Bain and Company was 
the best place to work. Russ Hagey, Global Chief Talent Officer at Bain and Co. said: "We are 
incredibly proud to be named the number one best place to work." He added that: "For more than 
40 years, we have placed significant focus on creating an outstanding professional and personal 
work experience that in turn has fueled our growth anchored in a mission of delivering results for 
clients and organizations around the globe. 

 
(ndtv.com / cnbc.com / techspot.com) 

Questions 

1. What company would you really like to work for (and why)?  
2. What do you think it would be like to work for Google?  
3. What benefits do you think are important at work?  
4. What kind of work environment do you like?  
5. Would you prefer to work from home?  
6. What are more important, long holidays or pay?  
7. What's the minimum salary you would work for?  
8. What should a company do to be a professional employer? 

 
12. Venezuela introduces 2-day working week 

The government in Venezuela has taken a drastic step to try and deal with the country's 
growing energy problems. It has initiated a two-day working week for all state employees. Public 
workers had already been working four days a week after officials made Fridays a no-work day 
two months ago. The country's 2.8 million public workers will now have five days off a week. 
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President Nicolas Maduro addressed the nation in a televised statement, saying: "From tomorrow, 
for at least two weeks, we are going to have Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays as nonworking 

days for the public sector." Employees were told they 
would still be paid in full, despite the greatly reduced 
working week.  

The government is blaming the current energy 
crisis on droughts and El Nino weather patterns. 
Water levels in hydroelectric dams are dangerously 
low. Mr. Maduro likened the Guri region, home to the 
nation's biggest dam, to a desert. Critics of the 
president say ineffective management, inadequate 
investment and corruption are behind the current 
mess. The country's 30 million people are facing 
daily disruptions to their lives. Women have been 

asked to use hair dryers less and shopping malls have to rely on their own electricity generators. 
Electricity is being rationed in most of the country. The president even turned the clocks back 
thirty minutes to provide half-an-hour of extra evening sunlight.  

 
(TIME.com / telegraph.co.uk / bbc.com) 

Questions 

1. What is the best number of days to work?  
2. Is a two-day working week a good idea?  
3. Do you think the two-day week will help solve the energy crisis?  
4. What can Venezuela do to solve its crisis?  
5. Should other countries follow Venezuela's example? 
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USEFUL PHRASE REFERENCE 

STORY/ARTICLE   

Time phrases 
It all began… At first,…. Some time later,… 
Meanwhile,… Later,… In the end,… Finally,… 

Dramatic devices  Suddenly,… Just at that moment,… 
Verbs with direct/indirect speech Tell, whisper,  shout, say, think, believe 
Concluding After everything that had happened 

Introducing the first point in a list of points 
First,… Firstly,… First of all,… To start with,… 
To begin with,… 

Introducing a further point in a list of points 
Second(ly),… Third(ly),… Moreover,… 
Furthermore,… In addition,… What is more,… 
Apart from that,…  

Introducing a final point in a list of points Finally,… Lastly,… 
Presenting two opposing points of view On the one hand,… On the other hand,… 

Expressing results 
For this reason,… Because of this,… As a 
result,… Thus,… 

Expressing contrasts 
 However,… Although,… In spite of,… 
Despite,… In contrast to this,… 

Giving examples For example,… For instance,.. such as,…  

Expressing opinion 
In my opinion,… As I see it,… To my mind,…   
In my view,… 

Expressing  some else′ s  opinion 
some people believe (that),… According to,…  
It is said that,… 

Introducing a conclusion 
To conclude,… In conclusion,… To sum up,…  
In summary,… 

Engaging the reader 
Have you ever…? Do you find that…? Are you 
one of those people who…? 

Recommending 
I′d definitely recommend…  If you get a chance  
to … Don′t miss…  
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